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Original Remains

Fossils that are the actual bodies or body parts of organisms are called
Soft parts of organisms usually decay and disappear.

But they can become fossil evidence if they are sealed in a substance that
keeps out air and tiny organisms. Original remains are found in places
where conditions prevent the decay that normally occurs. Original
remains give direct evidence of forms of life that lived long ago.

Ice Ice is one of the best preservers of the remains of prehistoric
life. Huge ice fields in Siberia and North America contain the
bodies of 10,000-year-old mammoths and prehistoric rhinos, with
bones, muscle, skin, and even hair still in place.

Amber A sticky substance inside trees, called resin, flows like
syrup and protects the tree by trapping insects. If the tree gets
buried after it dies, the resin can harden into amber. Amber can
contain the remains of insects and other small organisms.

Tar A thick, oily liquid called tar can also preserve remains. Saber-
toothed cats and other animals were trapped in pools of tar and
have been preserved for thousands of years.

Fossils and other natural evidence show
changes in life and the environment.

Fossils reveal that Earth has undergone many changes over billions of
years. Scientists study fossils to learn what organisms and animals once
lived in places where the fossils were found. Today Antarctica is mostly
covered by ice, but fossils show that crocodiles, dinosaurs, and palm trees
once lived on that land. The land was once much closer to the equator.

The earliest fossils are of tiny one-celled organisms that lived in an
environment without oxygen. Three billion years ago, humans or the
land animals we know today could not have breathed the air on Earth.
Fossils also record the disappearance of many species.
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This frozen mammoth body was
found in Siberia.

These insects were trapped and
preserved in amber.

This saber-toothed cat skull,
found in the La Brea Tar Pits, was
preserved in tar.
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